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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Page Fot.Jr

Kappa Gammas and.
COMMITTEE READY . Lowell Lit. Will
Kappa Sigs Win.
Argue Referendum
TO RECEIVE DATES
Prizes at Party
In Case of War

LIBERTY CAFE

•

•

Dates Will Go Fast, Says Dr,·
'
Clark; Fi:~~:ed Datet
With a greatly increased membership
AmJoJlDced
GOOD EATS
this year, the Lowell Literary Society,
We Serve Turkey Md
The Committee on Student Affairs, debating organi~ation of the 1;Jniversity,
Chicken Dinners
has announced that it will now receive is making preparations for debates this
requests £or the rcserv<~tion of date§ SJ.lring with the University· of Southern
for the second semester.·
California at1d ·the University of Ari105 WEST CENTRAL
The second semester · of the college ;<ona, accordh1g to Madge Shepard,
Phone 358
year is usually crowded v~ith socia·t· president of the Sooiety.
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ activity, says Dean Clark, and any or- Th<: University team will meet the
ganization wishing a reservation, and reprcs~Jttativ:s o: . ~he University of
failing to ask when the askhlg is good, Southe;n Cahforma 111. Albuquerqu':, but
is apf to find itself out of luck. So- the Anzon<!·N<'!w Mextco deb<~te. wlll be
Whitman's
rority patronesses us11ally suffer most held in Tucson,
from this failure to secure reservation~,
The subject is: "Resolved that war
Miss Saylor's
and when the warm spring ~veather re- in tl1e United States, except in cases of
minds then1 of a college ye<~r about to invasion or internal rebellion, should be
Chocolates
close, and then they seek some suitable declared by a direct' vote of the p~ople."
date for entertaining, they fiad all such It is planned to have both debates early
rigidly reserved.
'
in March.
BRIGGS
Fixed dates 011 the University Cal. This year, a girl's team also will meet
PHARMACY
at Albuquerque, a team from the Colendar are:
400 West Central
Monday, January 25-Entrancc ex- lege of the Pacific, of Stockton, Calif.,
aminations.
it was stated. The subject of this deTuesday, January 26-Registration,
bate is: "Resolved, that a constitutional
Wednesday, January 27-Registratiou. amendment should be adopted giving
Thursday, January 2S-Instruction b'c~ Congress the power to regulate child
labor." The date for this debate has
SHOES AND gins.
· Monday, February 22-Washington's not yet been set.
Privilege of trying out for these deSHOE REPAIRING Birthday,
Saturday, March 26- Examinations bates is open to any member of the
for the removal of conditions.
Lo,well Literary Society. The prelimiMonday, May 17-Closed se;1son be-· nary elimination try-outs will pr!Jba.bly
gms.
be held at the first regular meeting of
Sunday, May 30-Baccalaureatc Ser- the Society' in February, and the final
VIces.
selection will be made· at a Pllblic tryPhone 187
303 W. Central
Monda)", May 31-Commencement.
out soon after that,
~
·
THE HOME OF

75c

i

THE

1

The AmJU<!l , Univet$ity Christml!s
Party was held at. Rodey Hall on December 17, ;~nd ~cored l\11 unusual suc"
cess. Stunts were put on by the follow•
ing fraten1ities and sororities :
The Vanity Box-Alpha Chi Omega,
Dreams a Reality-Independent Women,
A Modern Mh:acle-Alpha Delta l'i.
Topsy Neva-l<appa Kappa Gamma.
Christmas Eve at Hicksville-Kappa
Sign1a,
As It Might B-Chi Omega,
Pre-N~w Year Resolutions-Omega
Rho.
Starv<~tion

A Full Line of Goldsmith

t

·-· --·- --

IVES
GREENHOUSES

FOR NEAR FUTURE

Cut Flowers, Corsage Bouquets, Plants of All Kinds
GREENHOUSES DISPLAY
Uptown:

Flower Shoppe

~

El Circulo Espanol Plans Repeti~·
tion of Successful Party of
Last Year
A big time is being planned by El

216 W. Central Phone 732

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~{
SERVICE

QUALITY

HALL'S l'HARMACY
Free Delivery
Phone 121

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

f

''

4-l

~

WHERE DO THEY
TRADE?

At

STURGES
CIGAR STORE
We're For the Lobos

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

Make the Pig Stand

A HABIT
Lunches
Cigars
Candies
·
A step from the Varsity.

Circnlo
Espana!,according
the Spanish
of
to theClub
report
the University,
of the meeting Wednesday evening.
Upper class men and Sophomores of
the University will remember the big
Fiesta. that the Club held last year in
Rodey Hall and the altogether enjoyable time that every one had drinking
hot chocolate, punch, eating candy, hot
tamales, and having tl1cir fortune told
by a real fortune teller and palmist, to
say nothing of the numerous Spanish
dancers (from lfadrid) and the get·
together dance later in the evening.
One can not forget the occasion and
chief among the remembered <:Vents and
1 features of the evening 'verc the many
and varied Spanish costumes worn by
those attending.
According to plans now under way,
att even greater Fiesta is in the making
for some evening early in February.

~EARS

PHONE

ALL CLOSED CARS •

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TIMES
ADAY
KODAK
SERVICE
HANNA
and

HANNA
Incorporated

second street

If~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g-~
New Arrivals of
-'

PARIS
SHOE STORE

MILNER STUDIO

ALWAYS ON DisPLAY

PHOTOGRAPHERS
313~

W. Central

Raabe and Mauger
Hardware Co.

~

First and Copper
Phone 305

Rdland Sauer & Co.

Pressed

D. P. NOLTING

One Dollar

The 1915 Mirage promises to be
better than former editions. The
staff has laid tentative plans for the
book, and Cartoonist Ray is at work
on his section.

DENnnST

1

THE IMPER.IAL
LAUNDRY CO.
Phones 147 and 148

•
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Ernest Thompson Seton, 'the famous naturalist, was a visitor at the
University the other day, but none
of the students knew it until they
read of it' in the Journal. Mr. Seton, in speaking of our buildings,
said that lte approves the Pueblo
style, but that they are too austere
and lack color.
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THE COLLEGE BOYS'
BARBERSHOP

THE PALACE

I

I

•

INC.

dEWELERS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

EXPERT HAIR BOBBING
Shingle, Pineapple, Boyiah

and V aleotino

Smatl Boy: Dad, wltat's an equinox?
Dad: What in the world do you
go to school for? An equinox is a
mythical animal, half horse and half
ox. It derives its name from the
Latin equine, meaning horse, and ox.
Dear me, they teach absolutely nothing useful nowadays.

'

107 Wed Central

WE FURNISH THE
COMPJ,.ETE

HOME

STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Phone 758
113-115 W. Gold Ave.

PENNANTS- EVERSHARP PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

P~o~s!!.!!l E

"THE BREATH OF
SCANDAL"

SUNSHINE THEATRE
P~rfectly

Also ~ 2 Part Comedy

Have YbU Seen Our University of New Mexico CMdles?
We have just received a new ship.
ment of Dance Program~ and
Bridge Tallies,
SEE OUR SA:M:PLES OF
FRATERNiTY STATiONERY
l'l'EWBOOK
MEXICO
STORE
203 w, Central
Avenue

v
'

,
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---!!l/..ct........

"BREAD"
REGULAR PRICF.S

Satisfaction

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.

¥ ¥ ¥

See.
Vareity ShQp, Agent
Plion& t77
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LOBO HOOP TEAM DEFEATS
PIGGlYWIGGLY QUINTETTE
TO STARlTHEIR SCHEDULE

Varsity Team Noses Out Fast Local Team in the First G!!me of the
The· University Faculty has become infected with the spirit of
Lobos Come From Behind to Win in the Last Minutes of
athletic competition which is beginning to pervade the air on the hill,
ERMAN ON· Season;
the
Game.
and has announced that they are out to clean ,up in the intramurals.
To prove their earnest intentions the Hilltop professors took on the WORLD COURT AT
Omega Rho handball team Monday, and handed it a sound wallopPlaying good basketball at times and mighty slow basketball at
ing, Faculty horseshoe tossers are practicing daily and plans are on U.
ASSEMBLY others, the Varsity quintette Wednesday night nosed out a 34 to' 31
foot for the organization of a basketball team. The faculty will make
win over the local Piggly Wiggly team,' The Varsity trailed until
a bid also for honors in strengt~ tests, baseball, and trackUniversity Professor, Student of the 1ast three and a half minutes of play, when a sudden spurt feaAfter recovering from their surprise
World Politics, Speaks on
tured by the best basketball of the game gave them the victory. The
at these announcements, the fraternities FOUR u' STUDENTS
the Subject of Intergame started slow, but developed at thp last into a whirlwind, nip
national Arbitration
and tuck affair.
The Hilltop. pers jumped into an early whistle, having in the latter part of the
of. the University were forc~d tp conTO BE SEEN
WITH
.
cede their instructors more than an outIt would have been hard to find a lead when baskets in rapid succession period scored 17 points to their op•
side chance of succeeding in their am-.
better qt:alified sneaker on the sub)' cct by Mulcahy, Long and Sacks gave them }toncuts 7. They were dttring this time
bitions, for there are more athletes on
selected for the ,.address in assembly a 10-2 advantage. The Grocers staged outplaying the Varsity by a wide marthe University faculty at the present Bertha Hoskins, Barbara Gosline, last Friday than Dr. Zimmermau, of a sensational spurt before the end of the gin, The Piggly's carried the ball down
time than at any other time in the hisWiUiam Flynn Md Denmead
the pepatbnent of political science, who half, however, a11d led 19 to 17 at the the floor before the Varsity defense
tory of tbe institution. The faculty is
Davis to Appear in Plays
addressed the assembly on the subject
·-.....
could get formed, while every time the
a heavy favorite in the handball tourna·
of Local Man
· enemy playof the World Court, since he has spent s.·gma Chi. Takes
Lobos secured the ball five
ment and has a good chance in a numd
d
ers were campe un cr their goaI besince 1914 in tho study of contemporary
ber of other events.
When the curtain rises at the high world politics.
ntramura
ay fore their offense could get started.
The professors, with Zimmerman, school auditorium Friday evening, four "Nations have differences analogous
Black and Sacks were having a hard
Repeat'Victory of Last Year · time with their taller opponents under
Nanninga, Johnson and Donnell, arc al- Varsity students will be seen in action. to those of humans," said Dr. Zimmerready favored to cop in the handball Bertha Hoskins, Barbara Gosline, Den- man, "and about as many different ways
The sixteen-man relay .race held on the latter's backboard.
event. Zimmerman is rated as the best meade Davis and William Flynn are of settling them." The methods of set- Varsity field last \Vedncsday brought The Lobos accumulated a small lead
handball player on the hill, and the members of the Blackfriar Players pre- tling <jisputes, as outlined by Dr. Zim- out many humorous incidents and a at the start of the second half on countfew valuable men. All sorts of men crs by Quintana, Black, and Mulcahy,
ot her members of the team are far bet- scnting the series of one act plays for merman, are as follows :
ter than average. The way in which the benefit of the Red Cross.
(!) Diplomatic representatives. This were seen in the eighty that represented but lost it whett Art Trauth began to
Nanninga and Johnson went through The three plays, "Hollywood," "Song has been·the accepted method until re- their respective houses. Each man ran fling the ball through the hoop from
of the Soul," and "College Love," were cclll times, and 11o one can ever know (or walked) !10 yards.
all angles, and Tommie Pegue began
the Omega Rho team was startling.
The faculty will also enter the written by Edwin Martin, of the New of all the wars which have been avoided Sigma Chi, with a team composed o£ to heave goals from far out in the court.
· 11 t 1tern. Mext·co St a t e T n'b une. Mr. 'I
strength tests with the odds wtt
" ar t'111 JJaS by this form of settlement. This very sixteen sprinters, won the race easily. ,fhe Piggly Wiggly's showed an un·
.
d
1
·
1
d J
From the moment Jim Tully, lead-off
Johnson and Donnell topped all of the personaII Y d trecte 11s Pays an ms secrecy, however, is one of its greatest
canny eye for the basket while the
Varnity strong men last year, and in a changed the names of his characters so drawbacks.
man for the Sigs, opene<l up a ten yard Varsity tossers, one and all, lost their
few informal tests Lukken and Dean as to excite local interest.
(2) "Good Offices." This means lead, until Spot Ballard ambled. in, eye completely. Almost every Grocer
looking over his shoulder, the race was
Mitchell hung up some good recor ds.. "Song of the Soul" is the most fam- ·that one nation offers to help settle a never in doubt. Tony Grenko finished attempt sailed neatly through the hoop,
With these men, and Nanninga, Zim- ous of these plays, having had a road war or dispute between two unfriendly 20 yards behind Ted Clark, giving the while the Lobos had to shoot many
merman, Shannon and Dean Eyre, they tour of over two years, ·playing in the powers.
K
S.
d
d tl Om
times for every basket.
will present a formidable team. John- principal cities of the South and on the
(3) Mediation. By this is meant an R~~~athi:J.s \~~:~t~n,a~ncho~e :Uan ~~~
Shortly before the end of the game
son, Donnell and Nanninga all have en- coast. "Hollywood" and "College Love" extension of g<>od offices.
.
the Pi Kappa Alphas, finished fourth, the Piggly Wiggly's began to miss frc·
-viable records a~ strong men while
(4) Arbitration, by which is meant and Creecy brought up tl1e rear for quentl~.
' Iggy Mulcahy sank a long one
. · in were presented by Mr. Martin at the
college. Johnson, w I1ile at M 1clugan, University of Alabama when he was a subtpitting a dispute to an umpire, has
to tie the score, Lynn Hammond drib'f
d
the Coronado Club.
·was intercollegiate weight l1 t recor student there.
grown up in the last 100 years. England The race revealed a few good sprmt•
bled through for another counter, Iggy
holder, and Donne!I holds severaI recThe first play, ''Hollywood," is a and the United States· have taken the ers and also showed up some of the sneaked under the basket to drop an·
bright, lively come dy of modern life. lead in this, and the method has stead- cake caters and cigarette athletes of other, Sid Black flipped a neat one and
ords at Harvar d.
In basketball the instructors will of- In this play Miss Gosline is the girl ily grown in favor.
the game was over.
fer an experienced team. Shannon will who left home t9 make her fortune in (5) • Judicial settlement, which is in- the
University.
was under
an- The Lobos, in fact, looked
• none too
nounccd
as 3 :26.4,The
.6 oftime
a second
d f1
good, but it will be remembered that at
be the star hoop tosser. When inter- the movies, and Mr. Flynn is the boy volved in the \Vorld Court questi011, is
viewed, Coach Johnson admitted that who left the University because of fail- the latest development in international the recor 0 ast year.
this time last year they were filr from
his team mates would be weak in the ure in his studies, but wh~ finally be- arbitration. The fact remains, l10wthe form that later carried them thr'o
to a southwestern championship. Atdistances and jumps in track, but said comes a success in his line.
ever, that the World Court has no com- CARTWHEELS; CO-EDS;
that they expected to score heavily in In the "Song of the Soul" Miss Hos- pulsory jurisdiction.
SEVERAL CASUALTIES though often slow and ragged, they, at
the weights. Johnson, Donnell and kins, Mr. Davis and Miss Gosline make Dr. Zimmerman, in discussing Pr~sitimes, showed flashes o£ real form.
Nanninga are all-around track athletes. up the entire cast. This play is rather dent Harding's four reservations, said Several casualties lmve recently been Long and Quintana did not play toIt is !mown that Donnell took live tragic in its makeup. Miss Hoskins, in that the 'World Court no longer de- reported by Miss Daniels' freshman gethcr at any time during the contest,
firsts in his last collegiate track meet, the role of the ex-movie star, who has pcnds upon the League, although it had gym classes. Miss Gladys George is but each starred when in the game, and
at Carnegie Tech.
been blinded by the Kleig lights, has its origin in the League.
temporarily on crutches and Virginia
•
d' 1 1
Tl
'·
·
D
J)J'IIoll \"as less severely inJ'ured.
probably form Coach Johnson's strongI
tc spea"eJ; was mtroduced by can
,,
est forward combination. Jggy Mulcahy
amp e opportumty to· tsp ay 1cr unusual gift of portraying pathos.
Mitchell.
Reports lmve it that these accidents continues to show the stuff that made
were occasioned by the aforementioned him the best center in the southwest
JOHN.UHOWARD
EATHS GOOD
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
co-eds attempting to turn cartwheels.
'I . 1
,
BEQ WILL
TO ALL r
tinuauy throwing the bqll through the
hoop with several of the famous "Prune
Peddlers" draped around his neck.
AS SEEN BY OTHERS
Sacks started slow, but at the last
J. C. Howard, University· of New
showed fla.shes of his old form. Black
Mexico student, has been dead for sev. A very unfortunate situation has been pre· support if it is shown that the charges are merely and Wilson both looked good at the
eral months, but a poignant memory of
cipitated upon the state by the activities of a personal grievances.
guard positions. Lynn Hammond playthe popular young mm\ came to light
clique in Albuquerque who desire to "get" Dr.
Reports
as
to
the
charges
against
Dr.
Hill
say
ed
the best basketball that he has played
amid the routine business of the proDavid Spence Hill as president of the University they are largely personal. It is inconceivable for a long time.
bate court, Tuesday.
of New Mexico.
that any group would want to bring such em·
Pcguc was high point man of the
He has left behind in his will a
barrassing
matters to an open heari?g• This. muc~ game, with 16 points to his credit. The
This
newspaper
(the
Journal)
has
refrained
thought for his fe11ow students that
from publishing any rumors regarding these ac· may be said in defense of Dr. Hill: The unl· lanky forward showed an almost unwill not be forgotten.
the belief that it was not to the best versity has progressed more rapid!)( under his a;d- canny eye for the basket throughout'
"To my £c11oW' man I bequeath my tivities in
0
ministration than any previous one. He has mam- the game. Trauth also starred for the
good will and hope that each and every interests of the university to have the matter tained it in solid financial standing; he has a betPiggly Wiggly's.
one of them will get as much joy out brought into the public limelight, but' now that t~r faculty and has brought the institution up to a
The Lobos go to Socorro Saturday
the
whole
thing
has
received
official
recognition
of life as I have," are the cottcluding
high accredited standing. T~e :"ttendance ~as for their second gat\Je of the season.
the
people
should
have
the
facts.
words written in the cramped hand of
·steadily increased and he has ms1sted on a. h1gh
LineupGovernor Hannett wisely called a conference quality of work and deportment of the students,
one who has suHered much.
Lobos
"To my friend Williatn H. Saunders with the board bf regents at the executive offices some of his regulations no doubt proving irksome
FG FT
I bequeath my horse and saddle, 1ny in Santa Fe. While no statement was given after but much preferable to the parents than a degree Long, f.
3
2
rifle and six-shooter attd other per- this meeting, it was said the governor desired no of laxness. He has pinched the pennies to in- Bryce, £. • .•••••.••••••• , ••• 0
0
sonal property in the ~ttic o'£ my cabin open hearing in the matter, rather believing such crease the facilities and he has been zealous of the 1fulcahy, c.•...• , •..•••..•.• 6
1
action would be harmful to the university. He welfare of the institution, fighting for every inch
at Mountainair, N. M.''
0
Sacks, g................. , ; •• 1
"To mY sister I leave the money !eft apparently put the responsibility up to the board of ground gained. A man so self-centered may Blnc1.;:, g •••• , •.••• ~ ••• ,. , , • 2
0
by tny father on deposit it1 the Atbu· of regents advi~ing them if they found any justi- have made some mistakes, but that cannot be Gerhardt, g, ......... , •. , , , ••• 0
0
querque Natiottal Bank,'' concludes the fication for the charges to ask for the resignation overlooked as long as he has obtained results.
0
Quintana 1 f. . " .••.... , , • , ..• 2
of Dr. Hill, but if they did not to retain Dr. Hill.
unique will.
As we said before we do not want to pass de· L. Hammond, f .••.. ~ .•..••.• 1,. 2
Howard died in his senior year at the Governor Hannett' s advice is sound· There can cision in advance of knowing all the facts, but Wilson, g........
0
0
University and was one of the most be no grounds for complaint if such procedure is we do believe that Dr. Hill is entitled. to support
popular students on the campus. He honestly adhered to.
6
Totals ...... , ••.•••..•.••• 14
of the people of Albuquerque for what he has
attettded the University for three yearS
,Piggly Wiggly
It would be folly to attempt judgment in the accomplished- We"believe with the governor that
.
.'
,,. FG FT
and. ran the 'Varsity Shop :for a year. case until something is known as to the char.ges.
He was· a member o£ the Kappa Sigma . But reports of what wail going on could not be the university should be saved from any harmful Peguct I. • .•..•·............ ~ . , 7
2
fraternity. He died October 3, 1925.- passed by when so vital 1a matter as a choice of consequences in the unfortunate affair. We hope Gilbert, L .............. , • • • • 2
0
Tribune.
'
0
a directing head of a state university was at stake. for a speedy determination of the case by the Trauth, c. • .•.•••••..•.• ,. • • 4
1
The impression might wrongfully go forth board of regents so that the university may go Rogcts, g. . •..•...•.•.•.•.• 0
2
that Albuquerque people wanted Dr, Hill ousted. ahead. It is too important an institution to be P. Hammond, g........ , .. .. 0
Read the Lobo's Campus His enemies had the jump on the regents and were made the "football" of people with an axe to
5
Totals •
t • ••••• r. • 13
them to take action, But there are
Interviews, Starting This besieging
grind.-Aibuquerque Morning Journal.
Re!crec : Jo11es.
scores of people here who will rally to Dr. Hill's

-=
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e

1 •••• , • • , • • • •

A NEW GOLDWYN PICTURE ENTITLED

EXCELSIOR
SOFT WATER
LAUNDRY

1

t

Ventilated - Pipe Organ

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

during Christmas vacatio11.

NUMBER THIRTEEN

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, January 15, 1926
WEEKLY PROGRAM

·-··-1-II-1.-JII_H_I .
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Red and white pennant shaped stickers distributed by the Student Council
helped to advertise the University i11
the home towns o£ returning students

.

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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FrleMsblp's Perfect Gift
YOUR Photograph

Phone 923

.

.

B L A C K F R I A 'R S

Miss A. P. Milner

SPORTINC GOODS

~

N.• M.

for Young Men
Loose fitting, suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
N; ew Mexico's
Leading Shoe Store

A, B. l'ailner

.

Our
Advertisers

DR.• ZIMM.

Bostonians College
SHOES

Men'• SuitS Cleaned and

A
orchestra
beennovel
engaged
forreal
thelive
occasion
andhas
many
at..
tractions arc being planned. Members
of the club, when interviewed by a Lobo
reporter, stated that more details would
. be given out later.
This much we know, that the Spanish
Club has a reputation for having good
live parties, and it is a safe bet that
this year will be no exception.
When Adam in bliss asked Eve for a
kiss,
She puckered l1er lips with a coo;
HEAVY SNOW THWARTS
TWO VARSITY NIMRODS Gave looks so ecstacic; answered emphatic,
.
During the Christmas holidays Deans
"I don't care A•dam it I do.''
and Clark went ott a two-day
hunting trip south of Elephant Butte
Dam. The greater part of the two
days, the Deans report, was spent In
driving through heavy snow storms.
They found the snow too deep ior the
SATURDAY
most comfortable and efficient hunting,
and returned to Albuquerque with
TODAY ONLY
empty game bags.

2000

Hair Cutters Employed

I

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Closed Season at the University
'began Monday, January 11, and will
continue until the end of the se111estcr, During this time there will be
Professors Start Their Campaign With Handball Victory• Former no social functions on the UniverCollege Stars Promise Frats Plenty of Competition.
'
sity Calendar.

SUNSHINE
BARBER SH
·
.
Qp
None But Expert
s.

Patronize

VARSITY FACULTY TAKES UP
SPORTS; HAVE MANY STARS

HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK

The new Department of Home
Economics has been a signal success. This phase of work has al·
ready been brought on par witl1 the
old established courses.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mitchell

TAXI

We Deliver

ir

AGO

VOLUME XXVIII

Phone 197

at the

.
THE U, N. M. TEN

+~·--~~-u--·....,·

9
~~~O~p~p~.Y~.M~.C~.~A~··~~~P~ho~n~~~~2
~:L~
r

.,

Tuesday, June I, to Friday, June
Much interest has been shown in the
Exa~in~tions for freshn1en, sophomores Society this year and the meetings are
and JUntors.
held regularly, with interesting pro•
grams, and a spirit has been built up
SPANISH CLUB
which indicates that the opposing UniPLANS FIESTA
vcrsities will not ~ind the Lobo speakers asleep on the JOb.

t Advertisera

WA.N SER'S

Edmund Hopkins, '23, former allsoutltwestern lineman; is visiting with
his brothers o;f the Sigma Chi fraternity,

•

Our

,AT

106

That's Where My Money Goes-Phi
Mu.
Topsy Neva, put on by Kappa Kappa
Gamma, won the first prize among the
sororities, while the Kappa Sigma's
"Christmas Eve in Hicksville" won the
men's prize, The prizes were New Mexico pennants. All .of the stunts were
cleverly conceived and executed.

Allen's Shoe Shop

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Blucs'-Independcnt Men,

Patronize

Mrs. Stover's
Bungalo Candies
Whitmans Candies

"At Your Service.,
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of New Mexico.'' This means that the J:obo .is the
official voice of the students of the Umvers1ty-a
fact which most of our students seem to haye lately
just about forgotten.
.
In looking over the files of the Lobo, of prev10us
years, we see a long. list ~£ cOJlt~·ibutors to almost
every issue. In one ISsue, m pa1·t1Culal', we see that
no less than seventeen students, e11clusive of the
members of the regular staff, contributed to the
making of that paper. To the last issue of the Lobo
there were but two contributors, exclusive of the
staff. Why this sudden change?
The Lobo of this year is as large as ~he L,obo.then.
Certainly no one can say that the Umvers1ty lS not
as live a place; that there is l.es~ of interest happening now than then. And it IS as true as ever that
the editor of the Lobo can not publish a paper representative of stlldent life at the University without
this 'same cooperation with the students.
From this time on students of the University are
urged to contl'ibute to ~he Lobo. Stude~t opinio;ns,
stray bits of news, stories, aey of those Items wh1ch
go to make up a college newspaper and which can
not be reoou!arly covered by the staff will be welcomely l'e~eived. The Lobo will revive the custom
of printing each week the names of all contributors.
All communications should be addressed to the JJobo
and mailed at the Varsity postoffice. Let's everyone help make the ,Lobo; don~t leave it all to the
editors.

' '~

'

.

EXCLUSIVE CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
By A. GOOF DINKLUM

Anthony Drlnko, Noted Varsity Athlete, Reveals the
Story of His Success
·
Of all the many celebrities that I have interviewed I have
never
found 1any more approachable than Mr. Drinko. The
Subscription Price, $1.00 a Year in Advance.
famous athlete, when interviewed, admitted that he was
swamped in the work of raising ten hours of X .work to A beAlton E. Bailey, , .. , ...••........ Editor Pro-'~em
fore the end of the semester, but ungrudgingly gave a quarter
1\L V. Wharton, .......... , . : ....•... ~ews Ed~ tor
of an hour to answering my every question. Asked then to
Helen J'almer .. , , . , , . , • , ...... , ... SoCiety Editor
give the press one of his brief but always interesting anecdotes,
Ma\lde Crosno. , ....... , ...... , .. Woman's ,Ed~tor
Mr. Drinko devoted six hours to recounting a few of his varied
Carl Taylor. , , ..........••........ Feature Ed~tor
experiences on gridiron, track, diamond, and court.
Lyman Brewer, .........• , •. , , .. Exchange Ecl~tor
"My football record," said Mr. Drinko, "speaks, I think, for
Dr. W. G. St. Clai!· ..•............ Faculty Adv1sor
itself. I h•ave the distinction of being the only man on the
Varsity squad to play fullback, halfback, quarterback, center,
'red Clark ......•..... , ......... Business 1\'l:anager
"guard, tackle and end with equal success. My play at none of
FRIDAY, JANUARY 15,1926
these positions has been of all-American caliber, perhaps, but
I think that I oan say without fear of contradiction that I have
U. N. 1\L FRIENDSHIP
played equally well at all."
"Probably everyone," Mr. Drinko continued, "also knows
In looking over past issues of the Lobo we finc1
of my record on the track. It is a rec01·d of which I am proud.
140 feet with the discus, if my foot had not slipped on my
the following editorial, which says so aptly wh~t has
long lingered in our mind that we tak;e the hberty
last throw, 45 feet in the shot if I had not sprained my wrist
in practice the day before the.meet, and 50 flat in the quarter
of reproducing it here :
if I had not be,en suffering from •a very severely ingrowing
"'\Ve are led to comment on one phase of
toenail. Yes, that is a record of which anyone might be
campus life which we believe, cannot be boastproud; you will observe that each of these marks is consid·
ed by all colleges.' Tilts is the ease with which
erably better than the southwestern record. I think that 1 will
new students become acquainted. In our small
• add the high jump to the list of' my events for the coming
BEGGING
student body everyone has an opportunity to
season. I would once have made six feet if my foot had not
get acquainted. If the new student does n~t
slipped on the take-off."
Begging would hardly seem an appropriate submake many friends, then he may be sure he IS
"While I have never given to tennis the time that I have to
not meeting his fellows half-way, for, after all,
jee.t to discuss to college students~ One usually conother
sports, I have always enjoyed the game and I may say
siders
that
when
a
person
reaches
the
college
age,
he
that is all that is necessary.
that I have attained some proficiency in it," said Mr. Drinko
The old students are already well known to
is above such a means of livelihood. Yet, there is
with his famous smile· ';The last point in the finals of the last
each other and for them the task of learning
a class, small to be sure, among college students, or
handicap tournament is one that I will always remember. The
the ncwco~ers is less than is the llroblem conprospective students, whose activities may be classigame started at fo;rty love in my favor, but I became a trifle
frontin"' the new students who have the new as
fied in no other way.
nervous and my opponent served three aces in rapid succes·
well as the old stude:nts to learn. For this reaWe refer to the type who, when applying for a
sion
to even the score, At this point I steadied, however, my
son it is necessary that the students, new and
job, hastens to mention the fact that he is working
opponent
served two doubles,
and the championship was
old alike should feel that they can become achis way through school, and would like help .on the
.
.,
"
mme·
quainted' without the formality of an introducjob, not being able to complete it himself.
When questioned in regard to his plans for the next few
tion. Tell your name, and ask the other fellow
There is no outward harm in such a statement,
weeks,
Mr. Drinko was indefinite, but admitted that he was
which may be merely mentioning a condition that
his; you are introduce(l,
seriously
considering the offer recently tendered him by the
Speak to the other fellow_, wheth~r yo~ know
exists, as proof that a job or' a sale is urgently needLead
Avenue
Methodist Sunday School team to play baskethim by name or not. It IS only m this way
ed. But that is not business, any :more than it would
ball
during
the
winter months.
that you will make friends. No one can exbe business for a salesman to draw the attention of
Mr.
Drinko
stated
himself as radically opposed to profes·
pect to stand back and have the other stua prospective buyer to a mortgage that he was trying
sional
football,
and
expressed
himself as doubtful of the sucdents hunt him up and introduce themselves.
to pay off.
·
cess
of
this
venture
in
the
United
States. He branded as
Do your part-go half way, and you may be
Worst of all, it creates no favorable impression on
"absurd"
the
prediction
that
all
of
the major college stars
sure the other fellow will do the same,-and
the p'erson who is being solicited.
of
the
country
will
soon
turn
to
professional
football. "To be
you will not be. long in makin~ friends . • . .
sure,
Grange
and
Nevers
have
turned
professional,"
said Mr.
In writing thiS, the purpose IS not to cnticize,
MARK
TWAIN'S
WIT
Drinko,
"but
you
will
notice
that
Oberlander
and
I
have
stood
for it is the sincere belief of the writer that the
steadfast
in
the
face
of
all
offers."
desired condition does exist. We must mainIt is more trouble to make a maxim than it is to
In conclusion the famous star gave a brief summary of his
tain this friendly atmosphere, and ' remember
do
right.
rules
of training. "I make it an invariable rule to never drink
that the Lobo finds its way to other schools and
Truth
is
the
most
valuable
tlimg
we
have.
Let
red
soda
pop or smoke Lucky Strike cigarettes while in tta\n·
to those who are interested in us."
us
economize
it.
ing,"
he
said. "I find peeling potatoes and dancing the
That feature of University life spoken of here is
It
is
easier
to
stay
out
than
to
get
out.
Charleston
to be invaluable in putting myself in condition.
one of which every student of the University should
It
is
by
the
goodness
of
God
that
in
our
country
The
athlete
should at all times avoid fruit cake, sore feet and
1
be proud and should do everything in his power to
we
have
those
three
unspeakably
precious
things
:
\
all
Math
courses."
further. 'The University of New Mexico ha~ become
known to high school students and other res1dents of Freedom of speech, freedom of conscience and the
Next Time-Student Body Official Tells Inside Story of His
the state as a place where everyone lmows everyone prudence never to practice either of them.
'
Meteoric Rise to Fame.
lii:an will do many things to get himself loved, he
else and that means a great deal. High school stu~;;;;;:;~~;::;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;::;;::;;:;;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
dents who come to the University know that they are will do all things to get himself envied.
Be careless in your dress if you must, but keep a . = - - •
not going to an immense institution where they will
noon-day luncheon, followed by a sym- of the release of news for the use of
be swallowed up as grains of sand thrown into the tidy soul.
Man
is
the
Only
Animal
that
Blushes.
Or
needs
to.
posium, has become an established fen- newspapers throughout the period of the
ocean but to a place where every student cannot but
Let
us
be
thankful
for
the
fools.
But
for
them
ture of the Di:vision meetings. Sym- meeting. Science Service of Washing·
feel himself an active part of the college, and of
the
rest
of
us
could
not
succeed.
posia topics for the coming meeting in- ton will cooperate in this work and will
college life. It is not everywhere that one can find
There
are
several
good
protections
against
temptaelude Research, Archaeology, Educa- assure accurate and adequate newspaper
this coupled with the educational advantages of the
tion and Radiation.
,
reports of the meeting.
tion, but the surest is cowardice.
larger Universities.
By trying we can easily learn to endure adversity· RcgistratiOit and all section meetings Phoenix is well equipped to take care
Another man's, I mean.
will be held in the educational rooms of members or others in attendance
Few of us can stand prosperity. Another man's, o£ the First M. E. Churcl1, 011 the N. from distant points. Hotel accommoda·
YOUR LOBO
I mean.
. . ·,
.
. W. corner of Second Avenue and Mon· lions may be arrauged for through llfr.
We wish to call the atte~tion of the s~udents of
If the des1re to kill and the opportunity to. kill roe Street. General sessions, in the.af· Robert Q. Grant, U. S. Weather Bureau,
•
the University to the followi~g words, w~11Ch appear came. always together, wh? would escape hangmg~ jternoon and evenings, will be held in Phoenix, Arizona.
every week at the head of th1s ~olumn:
New M:exGr1ef ca~ take care of Itself;. but to get t_h~ fu~l the High School Auditorium, East Van Mail and telegrams sltould be ad·
ico Lobo; published every Fnday through?~t ~he . v~lue of a JOY you must have somebody to d1V1de 1t Buren Street. Announ~ements con- dressed in care of the Secretary of the
college year by the students of the State Umversity 1 Wlth.
.
.
cerning luncheons, excurswns, and other Division, R. P. Johnson, 306 Goodrich
·
special features, will appear on the gen- Building, Phoenix, Arizona.
Plans for excursions to points of in·
INTERNATIONAL ASPECT
Track Stars Here
New York commission's interference. era! program.
tcrest
as well as entertainment for tl1e
SEEN IN COMING SPORTS Track stars of Europe, Olympic Walker, by his refusal to appear in the All members of the Association are
visiting
ladies will be announced in tl1e
champions a!!, are arriving weekly to Christmas fund matches for a reason- urged to prepare papers dealing with
general
program. At least one a!l-day
appear in American indoor competition. able figure, incurred the commission's their original research in any line and
New York,
Jan,
10
(By
the
Associated
archaeological
excursion is contempla!·
S
F t ) B tt
d
The latest arrival is youthful Charley displeasure.
s11bmit titles of such papers to the prop·
cd.
Thc
Salt
River Valley is rieh in
Press, ports ea ure - e c.r ~n e~- Hoff, of Norway, who leaps almost Clas Thunerg,. of Finland, Olympic er section chairman. Those who are to
standing through close assocmt!on lrt f · t'
f t · t1
le
It
skating cl~ampion, faces his first great pr•scnt papers or arc to dcli:ver ad- archaeologicnl material, and an opl!W
sports of the nations o:f the world today ohur een kec Em 1 ~ehpo llvau d-: man
~
"' o spea s ng IS we an 1s ex• American test on Thursday night at dresses at the Phoenix m.·ecting arc re• !unity will be afforded to sec the mas\
appears
to
be
something
tangible.
Never
"
t
d
t
t
th
k
bl
.
p
,,. as possible, important features. The all-day e~
,
.
f 1 pee e o supp1an e remar a c aavo Madison Square Garden when he quested to prepare, as soon
in htstory
except
m
the.
years
o
t
te
N
.
f
't
th'
f
h
h
h
.
f unm as a avor1 e
IS season o matches blades with the lig tning fast two copies of an abstract of the paper cursion will probably be Friday, tbe
.
.
0. I ymptc. games, as. .sue b a senes
.
H ubcr t H oube n, of J oe Moore m
· a three m1'I e event,
or add ress, not to excee d twenty- f'1ve 19th.
.
. o track foII owers,
mternaWh~n1':1 colmpetttt•ofns dec~ 1111~~~- Germany, conqueror of Paddock artd
lines in length, One copy of this ab· All members of the Association are
1111 t Jc pas
pcct.
It
ew
a,s,
•
'f
1
·
·
P
·
1
H
Ita
d's
gr
t
' urged to attend this meeting n11d to con·
,
.
• 1
"' urc us on;
au en,
o n
ea
stract an d a copy of tIJe manuscript
tea sent
her
greatest
woman
tenms
P ay.
d'
.
d
•
M' H 1 n Wills of California to m1ddle 1sta~ce runner, and Goo wm,
.
should be sent •to the Chairman o£ the tribute to the section meetings or other•
er, !s~ e e
'
. h'
record brcakmg walker from England,
section before which the paper is to be wis'c take part in this extremely impo;·
appear 111 the courts of Europe, per aps .11 b
th · t. t' . I' t ·
T
· 1
.
.
w1
e among e m erna 1ona IS s m
read. . he other copy of t 1c abstract tant work of advancing scic11ce. It IS
agau;st the remarkable. ;French star, 5u- the indoor meets.
.
' J. sbould be sent to Dr. Elliott C. Prcn- also hoped that the meeting may prove
zamtc Lenglen.
..
At the same time international golf At th , 't 1•
f. th G
f. tiss, 515 Roberts Banner Bldg., El Paso, an interesting and valuable contribu·
.
.
e
mv1
a
ton
o
.
e
overnor
o
'fexas. Tltc time
·
I' · f
Six tournaments at Cannes, two at takes on new lustre wtth. the prospec.t tl St t th C't f Ph .
,
•m•t or rca d'mg pa· tiott to the intellectual life of the peo•
1
0
pic of Phoenix.
' I 'te• a e, • e t' Y d £oemx,
· • IS
• t wen t•'
· te•.
•
Nl'ce
. and one each at Manton, Beal1'eu, t 1tat thc Amen•can am. ateu. r challlp!On,
th vanous
b
per.
J
mmu
'f'
W'll
'II
•
•
.
E
c1V1C
orgamza
1ons
an
o
e
mcm
crs
attd Monte Car1o are before •• 1ss • s Bobby Jones, WI ag. am v1s1t •ngland.
'd-.
. Ph . th S
tl A
Lanterns will be provided for all ses·
------·1
•
'f h
t' · t
Aft th
•
,
rest mg m
oemx, e even 1 n1 s e cares to pnr xc•pa e.
er e J1m Baruc~ und~u?tedly w.tl.go back nual Meeting of the Southwestern Di- sions of each section for usc in ill us- To provide attradive ushers ,or 1us
French toumaments, Miss Wills in- to defend h1s Bnt!sh open btle and vision of the American Association for trating papers. Special arrangcmeltts theater, n Bcrlht manager advertised
· t:nds ~o compe~e in the British cham- possibly Walter . Hagen will go with the Advancement of Science will be held for exhibitiott o£ specimens, archaeolog- for "60 presentable ladies." Nearly one
p1011shtps at Wnrtbledoit, England,
him • Then
the , Walker
cup team • led m
· Ph ocmx,
· Ar•zona,
• . F•c bruary
.
~ ical objects, etc., should be made thru thousand beauties and ncar beauties be·
15, lu,
.
,
ld
Late in May, other womert plnyers by ~restdent Wdlmm C. Fo~n.~s, of t:1c 17 and 18, 1926.
the proper section Chairmen.
sieged his office. When he nttcmp e
of the United States • will join Miss Umtcd States ?olf assoCiation, will The plans ior. the meeting include Papers may be pt·csentcd on subjects to reduce the nuntbcr oi applicants by
Wills in competition itt England fol' cross the Atlantic.
many attractive lectures which will be not included in the regular sections. announcing that only bobbed-haired
the Wightman trophy, two leading Rolaud Todd, former middle-weight o:i interest to the general public as well Colnmunication regarding such papers, damsels betwec11 10 and 20 were eiigiblc
American men players, possibly includ- champion of England, defeated last as .to men and women of science. These accompanied by the usual abstracts and it was necessary to call the riot squad
ing the . champion, William T. Tilden, week by Dave Shade, will have another. will be delivered at the general sessions copy of the manuscritlt1 should be sub· to protect him :iro111 the angry females
will appear at .Wimbledon, and team opportunity when he :laces the champion, of the Division, The section programs mitted to the Chairman o£ the Program
matches in other cou11trics arc in pros· Harry Greb, o£ PJttsburgh, in Toro!tto. are being plann~d with especial care Committee.
· The highest weather bureau station in
pect. Borotra and LaCoste, of France, For a time, Tommy Milligan, of and it is anticipated that these meetings I, The Chairman of tho local commit· the world is that of the Regi11n :Marg
are expected to appear in the Amcri• Scotland, is denied his chance at Mickey wi!l prove more profitable and interest· tee's sub-committee on publicity is Col. herita "cabilt" on Monte Rosa, rtaly, at
can indoor title nla~ .
Walker's welterweight title through the ing than ever before. The custom of a ~J. H. McClintock, who will have charge an altitude of 14,960 feet.
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"In Canada· the rise bas been even
more pronounced. At Winnipeg, for the
DR. DAVID H. LEWIS
ten years ending with 1925, the average
Disease~ of the Eye
yearly temperature is four degrees
and Fitting Glasses
higher than that of the first ten years
of observation· ending with 1884. The
520-21 First :Watlonal Bank Bldg,
!~==~~~~~~~~~~~~ rise at other Canadian stations like Port
:
Arthur and Dawson is even greater. In
CWMATE CHANGING •
Alaska the period covered by the obser. SAYS METEOROLOGIST vations is comparatively short, but even
these show a progressive advance in
the mean temperature taken in tenThat the weather in the southern
year averages. But the existence of
United States is gradually becoming milder conditions in Alaska is best told
colder, while that in the north becomes by the retreat of the glaciers ever since
warmer, is the opinion advanced by they were first observed.
Mr. H. Helm Clayton, of Blue Hill
Observatory, Massachusetts. Mr. Helm ''This climatic change is all the more
says, in the Daily Science News Bulle- remarkable because in the southern part
of the United States the trend is the
tin of Science Service :
other
way. At Charleston, South Caro"It has been widely held that climate
the
mean temperature of the ten
lhp,
is a fixed quantity, and that if we have
years
ending
with !920 is nearly two
a long enough period of observation,
degrees
colder
than that of the first ten
say SO, 50 or 100 years, we can average
out the vagaries of the weather and years of observation from 1823 to 1832,
determine the real climatic constant. and there has been a distinct trend
That i<lea has given rise to another downward. At San Diego, California,
widely held view, which is that, if the at El Paso, Texas, and Key West, Fla.,
temperature or the rainfall, for example, the trends are also downward.
is above normal for a few years, then "But even the temperature of the
later it will be as much below normal year 1816, which lias been called a year
so that, in the course of time, the same without a summer, was not so low as
one might be led to infer from this deaverage condition prevails.
scription.
The winter was cold, but
"These ideas ~are being abandoned by
not
colder
than
many subsequent winadvanced students of the weather, who
ters, and the mean temperature of Jnly
hold that climate as well as weather is
in a continuous state of change. Thir- of that year in New Haven was 65.8 dety, fifty or one-hundred-year averages grees, which may be compared with
have no meaning as indicating any fixed 67.0 in 1891 and 68.8 degrees in 1914.
"An aspect of cold winters and hot
normal above and below which the tem- summers which is rarely considered is
perature may oscillate, but will again
that, if it is extremely cold or extremereturn to the same level. Investigations ly warm in one part of the United
have proved that climate, like the
States, it is likely to be the opposite
weather, or like the tides, is in a con- in some other part. If the winter is
tinuous process of ebb and flow, and extreme11 cold in the Atlantic coast
hundreds or even thousands of years States, it is likely to be mild in the
may intervene before the same condi- Pacific coast states. If it is ext~emely
tion returns.
cold in Canada and the northern part of
"In intervals of time measured by the United States, it is likely to be
many thousands of years the climate wa~m in the extreme south. In general
of a place like New England may it is safe to predict a cold winter or a
change from a condition where ice cov- warm winter every winter for the Uniters the land surfaces to a depth of ed States, because it is almost sure to
thousands of feet to conditions so mild be warm or cold as predicted in some
as to be almost tropical.
"Even in the course of se:veral cen- region or other."

~en the runners are
bunched on the track-and
suddenly Chuck, your own
superman half-miler, spurts
ahead on the finish and wins
-have a Camel!

i

..i

I

I

i

I
I

WHBN the lithe half·
milers are fighting for the
lead. And your own
dauntless champion suddenly soars ahead and
wins..-have a Camel!
For you'll 11ever find
another frie11d so attuned
to your triumphs as
Camel. Camels are made
of the choicest tobaccos
grow11- they never disappoint your taste.
Camels annihilated ciga.
retty after-taste. Regardle$S of price, you'll never
buy better tobaccos, or.
blending, or flavor than
you get in Camels.
So this year whe11 the
old school's men go
through for victory after
victory - taste then the
smoke that's choice of the
world's victorious.
Have a Camel!

Our lrit:frcJI whit, if you
turies the climate of New England may
Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the abilit~
do nol -yet know Cm11el
qnalily, is Ural )'OtJ trY
of the 111orld's largest organization•of expert tobacco men.
oscillate between cold cOJtditions simi· It cost the statas of the Union twice
tfrcm. JV e in'l'it~ )'ou io
Nothing is too good for Camels •. The choic~st TurkisT• and
as
much
for
education
in
1!!~3
as
iu
compare Ctunds with
tar to those of Labrador and mild condomestic tobaccos. The most sk•lful blendmg. The most
cm;Y dgarcll~ mtJde td
1918.
on1Prw~.
scientific package. No other cigarette tflade is like Camels. ·
ditions similar to those which .prevail
R. J, Rc}lnolds. Tobacco
No better cigarette can be made. Camels are the orer•
' on the coast of Vjrginia at the present
Company
whelminll choice of experienced smokers.
Germany bas more than four million
time.
"Regular observations of the tempera- goats, goat cheese being a favorite dish
ture at Boston and at New Haven ex- th~re.
tend back almost' to colonial times. The
observations at New ~aven began in The motor vehicle and the airplane
1778 and in Boston in 1790. The two bid fair to surpass the camel, ancient
sets of records run almost parallel. The ship of the Sahara Desert.
Cl92d
mean annual temperature of the past
fifty years of observatio~ is ~aterially The nursery rhyme, "Jack and Jill
The native Hawaiian rat is now ex·
higher than tho~e of the ftrst fifty years. went up the hill to fetch a pail of wa- Hannibat had a herd of forty ele- BE NOT STINGY WITH PRAISE tinct save for one small colony on a
-ALL CAN USE IT
The coldest pcnods recorded were f~om ter," may have originated in the "Down" phants in his cavalry.
little island off the north shore of
1782 to 1792 and •1812 to 1823. Smce country in SoutlJCrn •England, there beOahu.
then the trend of the temperature has ing many "dew ponds" on the tops of The first known reference to the su- The old proverb, "Spealc nothing but
gar beet is found in an old catalogue good of the dead," is one that had ~ts
been upward. The mean temperature the hills in tltis section.
of'
plants grown in the time of King inception in the world:s sense of •:s Destructive swells along the Morocof the ten years ending with 1925 is
•-------can co'f'lt that formerly caused untold
two and six-tenths warmer than the It is said that a traveler wishing to Merodackbaladan who reigned from own meanness-a consciousness that •t damage to shipping are now predicted
·
has not done justice to the depart~d
mean of the ten years ending with 1821. walk through Spain can greatly improve 722 to 711 B. C. '
while
they were alive. How many there by studying the barometric depressions
If January and July arc considered sephis status by driving a donkey loaded "Thay haif said: quhat say thay: tat have been who were da~ncd and .abus- across the Atlantic.
arately, it is found that the mean of witlt some peddler's wares.
thame say" is the inscription which is ed while alive, only to he down 111 .the
the past ten Januaries has averaged
carved in' stone over the entrance to grave to receive posthu~ous adulat10~1. The dryest day in history •was when
four degrees warmer than the mean of
an Irishman and a Scotchman went in
the ten from 1812 to 1821, and the mean Swimmers i11 the waters of Hawaiian Marischal College in Aberdeen Scot- Of !'ll the manifestations of ~vhat IS for a drink and the Irishman didn't
of the past ten Julys lias averaged 1.7 districts generally wear a sheath knife land, founded in 1593. It is said to be called "burna•~ nature," ~here ~s none have any money.-Bison.
as a protection against sharks.
t11e motto of Earl Marshal Keith, the more contemptible than tin:. It 1S nothdegrees warmer.
ing more than a confessiOn of fraud
founder.
"This progressive rise of temperature
d b ·
t'
that was attende Y v1tupera •on-an The word Roorback originated in
is indicated by observations taken all A wrist watch was presented to
1844, when there was published to the
over the I!Orthern part of the United Queen Elizabetlt by the Earl of Lei- The milk of the goat the ass and adding of insult to injury.
detriment
of James K. Polk, then a canStates. In St. Paul, Minnesota, the cester in 1572. It was described as the camel carried in ski~s was ch~rned It is not only difficult, but . almost didate for President, an extract puron the back o£ beasts of burden from i~,POSsible,, for, a~JY ~an to g•:ve the£
temperature of the decade ending with "an armlet or shakell of gold, 'all faird
·
·
·
best
IS fwtthm
o porting to be from Roorback:'s "l'our
, that
f It'•
ll . h1md when
b ondout
some
1925 averages two and eight-tenths de- Jy garnished with rubies and d•amon s, the earhest days of recorded h1story.
s1ght 0 '" e ows at: . ~Y f h' f through the Western and Southern
grees warmer than that of the .first having in the closing thereof a clock."
The Cologne Cathedral, started in form of human recogmt!On ° nt~n:d· States in 1836."
decade of observations from 1859 to
1f1owff~ecl!.fe-, cto a rna~
•llllllllllll\\lr.lllllllllllllllllllliiiiHIIIIHIIIIIIIIUIIUIIIUIUIJII 1248
and not completed until1880,
carforts.rna tNo
!matter
1
1868.
,
• •
•
no
ter
1ow
se
-su 1 1
r1es the legend that the. or1gmal arc1II•
b h f cis stronger and is strongteet sold his so.u~ to th~ ~:vii One and ::~h!n ~Je ereceives the' approbation of
AND COLLEGIATE
•
•
haunted the edlf1ce unhl 1t was com- generous hearts and appreciative minds.
STUFF FOR THE BOYS
Ro se n
a 1d ' s
pleted.
There never was a greater trutlt ~~
I j .
.
that God has never lifted any man so
The electro~ has rtow. taken the place high above his fellows but that the .muNew Mexico Gift Store
of
our fathers elemental atom.
sic of their voices raised in his praise
Invites a Thorough In•
•nnllllllllllUIIUIBIIIIIHIIIIIAI. . .
was
not the sweetest sound he ever
spection of Their
Ten women are doing ."men's work" heard. I£ this be true of those of great
Gift-Ware
in the Mount Clare snops of the Bal- nature and colossal genius, how much
CL Printing that wD1
timore
& Ohio Railway. They began more it is •evidently true of the rest
afua& attention ud
the·service
during the World War, and of us.
WELCOME
put your advert:iaioa
.prov:ed
;o
effici.ent
that they have been Must it.be, or should it be, that in our
Whether You Buy or Not
in a class by iteelfretame ever smce.
public, business, social, :.nd family, life,
. tingthatcontahl&
.
.
we should have penalties in abundance,
Light Tan Calf with Hard
in con·
but few rewards-censure in superand Soft T oes..................$5.50
ceptlon and excel·
abundance, but faint praise-faultfindLight
Tan Calf Soft Toe with
PAGE
and
SHAW'S
ing without measure, but the words of
1ence in its executiall
ALWAYS BEST
ball
strap
.............................$4.50
apprbbation doled out with guarded
in
- this quality of
hands in a niggardly manner?-The
CRANE'S
orbrinality ana In·
Dry Good&
A Good Fit Included
Kalends.
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P .rzn tl/UL
~inality

and

Ladiea'
Ready.:to-wear
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l

divfdualitycharaderizes all the printed
work we turn out.
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VAWAN'I' PRINTING CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

318 W. Central

Ankle lamps are the latest fashion for
smart Parisian women. The light can
be flashed 011 and off at will as an al·
most invisible wire runs upward, usually termittating in the wearer's handbag.

CAIN'S
BROWN BILT SHOE STORE

'' '
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Albuquerque Boy
, Tours with Glee Club

LIBERTY CAFE

?;

Philadelphia,,Jim. 12.-Louis
I~es, seldeu, of A-lbuquerque, New ,.,exteo,
is to be one of the University of Pennsylvania students who will have the
privilege of singing under the b~ton of
Walter Damrosch, the world famous
musician and leader of the New York
Symphony Orchestra.
Hcsselden is one of the basses in the

THE HOME OF

GOOD EATS
We Serve Turkey and
Chicken Dinners

7Sc
lQS WEST CENTRAL

Phone 358

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ pvhich
University
of Pennsylvania
club,
has l.!ecn
requested. by Glee
Mr. Dem·

I rosch to accompany the New York
ISymphony on its anmml eastent tour.
This is the first time that a college

Ichoral organization has accompanied an
intemationally !mown orchestra on an
IC:letended
concert tou;, and the invita-

Whitman's.
Miss Saylor's

DR. ZIMi.t:ERlVIAN ON WORLD
· FOUR U STUD:ENTS TO :Sl!l
, :
COURT AT U, N, M. ASSEMBJ', Y
SEEN WlTH BJ.ACKFRIA~S
(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Nesbit, heaq of ti1e music department at the U. S, Indian School,
rendered two selections on the piano,
one an operatic number, and the other
an American Indian piece, "The Social
Dance <?f the Kickapoos.''
Paul Fickinger,. student body president, announced the ·debating tealll tryouts, to be held. soon, on the q\Iestion,
"Rcsolvr.d, That war should be declared
in the United States, except in case of
.invasion or rebellion, oa1ly by direct
vote of the people!'

(Continued from !'age 1)
~~any University
st\Idents are ~haxactedzed. Mr. Davis
is the wealthy hero and Mr. Flynn plays
the part of the de1m1re college poet.
The Blackiriar Pli!yers, under the direction of Mr. Martin, intend to pre·
sent another series of plays some time
in March. Mr. Martin has been fortuna!~ in securing )3ob Conlee; much 1

ln "College Lovl'"

j

next play.

·

P-hone 197
We·Deiiver

SUNSHINE
BARBER SHOP

Chocolates

None But Expett
Hair Cutters Emplofed

,
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I
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THE BRIGGS
PHARMACY

•
C
ostoruans ollege
SHOES

··

S.H 0 E S AND
SHOE. REP AIRING

P ARJS
SHOE STORE

BARBS HOLD LEAD
IN.BARNYARD GOLF

~~O~P~P~-~Y~.M~.~C~.~A~-~~~P:h~o~n~~~2~9.i_~

Allen's Shoe Shop

MILNER STUDIO

~~P~h~o~n~e~9~2~3~~~~3~13~%~•;W~.~C~e~nt~ra~l~

IVES
GREENHOUSES

~

Roland Sauer

~·

Flower Shoppe

~

One Dollar

I

II

~P~h~o~n~e~1~21~~~~F~r~e~e~D~e~l~iv~e~ry~~ game
trimming,
and the
the Coronado
decided
to get into
win columnClub~~:
so .

~

-

·

WHERE DO THEY
TRADE?

At

they beat the Sigma Chis.
1
The standing of the tournament to
date is as follows:
w. L. Pet,
1
Independents • , • , • . . . . . 3
.750 I
1
Omega Rho ........... 2
.6661
.666 .
1
Kappa Sigma .. • .. .. .. 2
2
:Pi Kappa Alpha .. . .. . 1
.333
2
, Sigma Chi .. .. .. • .. .. . 1
.3331'
2
.333
: Coro11ado Club ....... , 1
1
•000
Faculty ................ 0

i

STURGES
CIGAR STORE
We're For the Lotos

I

I The

combined length

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~tunnels
c. H. Spltzmesser

Co.

D.P. NOLTING

~

Homer Spitzmesser

THE NEW SUITS
Oyster Grays and
Meerschaum Tans

of

railway

in the Alps is 46 miles.

"Who were the two sh~rtcst men in
the Billie?"
"I don't know; who?"
"Knee-High-Miah and Peter?''
"Ha, Ha, \Vhy Peter?''
"Don't you remember when he said,
"Silver and gold have I none." \Vho
could ever be shorter than that?"

I

SPITZMESSER
Clothier
103 W. Central
Phone 928-J

"You know, I took my gir) out last
night. Took lwr to dinner, to the
show, for a ride, a11d bought her candy

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!
TAXI

I
I

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

·\F-~~~~~~ -~~~~·,I

Pennsylvania Chapel
State College.-By a
vote of 1,709 to 315, students of Penn
State expressed disapproval of compnlsory chapel. This was one of
the largest votes ever po1led at Penn
State.
With these returns as a basis, it is 1
expected that the Studet1t Council
will petition the Board of Trustees
for abolition of the institution.
The chapel referendum came at
the culmination of a two weeks' discussion. The entire campaign was ,
managed by the Penn State Collegian.-Baylor Lariat.
Literary Section of Lariat
The Daily Lariat will add a lit·
crary section, according to plans now
Two
under consideration ....
columns of the Lariat will be de·
voted to the section, which is to be
conducted by the journalism class.
The new section is being added to
fill the need in the university for a
publication that stimulates literary
effort.-Baylor Daily Lariat.

&

THE COLLEGE BOYS'
BARBER SHOP

THE P··ALACE

'

INC.

•

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

EXPERT. HAIR BOBBING
Shingle, Pineapple, .Boyish
and Valentino
107 West Central

2000

FOUNTAIN PENS
•

. ALL CLOSED CARS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A Full Line of Goldsmith
SPORTING GOODS
ALWAYS ON DISPLA'Y
at the

Raabe and Mauger
Hardware Co.
' First and Copper
Phone

305

"THE WINDOW DUMMY"

Perfectly Ventilated - Pipe Organ

EXCELSIOR
SOFT

LAUNDRY

Vl'
'

~

WATER

Satisfaction
If. If. If.

,.

~¥'

r-

2.03. W •. ·Centra·1·
Avenue
__JllL~,.._

I

See
Var1ity Shop, Agent
Phone 177
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

"ANY WOMAN"

Have You Seen Our University of New Mexico Candles?
We have just received a new shiplll.ent of Dance Programs and
Bridge Tallies,
SEE OlJ.R SAMPLES OF
FRATERNITY STATIONERY
NEWBOOR:
ME:X.ICO
STORE

-·
SUNSHINE THEATRE

to·lllortow.''-Showme.

•
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PROFS LOOK GOOD
IN HANDBALL

LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

Comedy

I

w:

00 , . . ,

EVERSHARP, PENCILS

jazz ainging and dancing.

__.....-__.-

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC CO.
''At Your Service"

....

00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

With ALICE TERRY
Special Added Attraction
··
AHIENA'S ROYAL HAWAIIAN BAND
Everything from national melodies to modem

+•-••-~•-••-,•-u-••-•+

-.-
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NUMBER FOURTEEN

The Registrar's Office at the State University of New Mexico has
recently completed some interesting statistical studies showing the
g1·owth of the institution and • its progressive development, both inThe formation of a new athletic conference for the southwest, to be
ternal and external, during the past six years. The results are of
Socorro Team Shows Unexpected known as the Tri-State conference, is in process, it became known
particular interest to the taxpayers of the State because they reflect
Strength and Holds Lob05
Wednesday night, As the· consummatio.n of negotiations that have
the large value of service rendered by the State's leading educationto 24 to 23 Score
been going on since I 922 between the University of Arizona, the
al institution, operated consistently with a maximum of economy
New Mexico Aggies and the Univer£ity of New Mexico, the athletic
and efficiency,
The New Mexico Miners showed sur- council of the University of New Mexico completed Tuesday the draft
At the present time there are 392 stu- its ability to keep its students until prising strength Saturday night aad the of a tentative constitution and list of rules.
dents enrolled at the State University graduation.
Lobo basketball team came back from
This cons.titution will be submitte.d \necessary to make any action binding.
New Mexico Has Most Students
for the work of the current semester.
Socorro holding a victory by the scant to the University of Arizona, the New \i\fhen the membership is fewer tha11
Although the students enrolled at the margin of one point. The score when
The total number of students enrolled
Mexico Aggies, the Texas College of four, any action taken tnust be unaniby the end of the fiscal year will be University come from widely scattered the gun sounded was just 24 to 23, The Mines and the New Mexico School of mous,
parts of the continent-nineteen states Miners led at th~ half 13 to 10.
much larger.
No team will be eligible to play in
Mines for their ~suggestions or changes
and
one foreign country are represented
The Miners presented a game that they think should be made to make the confcren~e games if it has as a member
The following figures, prepared by
-by far the great majority of the stu- was, in the opinion of those who saw
Registrar
E. Bowman, indicate comorganization practicable. The plan is a .student registered as either a preparaparatively the enrollment of different dents reside in New Mexico and se· the game, vastly improved since their to let these five schools in on the tory, special or graduate student.
cure their preparatory trah1ing in New disastrous defeat at the hands of the
persons at the State University dnrh1g
ground floor, so to speak, as they arc The eligibility rules, in substance,
Mexico high schools.
Piggly Wiggly's. It was the general the five leading schools of this im- follow:
the past six fiscal years.
Thus, during the sessions of the past
The figures show the total number of fiscal year, 696 (or 91%) of the 766 opinion that the Miners have a strong- mediate section, which admit no prep A player must have completed 15
different persons enrolled, at!d do not different persons enrolled in all col- er team than they had last year. The students. Other schools are able to units of preparatory credit as accepted
Lobos cot1tinued their wild basket shoot- comply with the rules .will be admitted by the north central association of colinclude students enrolled in the summer leges, schools, and departments, gave
ing of the week before, and this factor later on vote of the original members.
leges and schools and the association
session or in extension work.
New Mexico as their place of residence. contributed· pretty largely to the closeThe
11ecd
of
a
conference
'ror
New
of colleges and schools of the southern
These students come from practically ness of the score.
1920 .•.•.•.••••.•......•••••••• 347
Mexico,
Arizona
and
\Vest
Texas
has
states.
every county in the state where there is
For the Lobos, Iggy Mulcahy played
1921 ....••..•.•..•...•.•..••.•. 377
He must have been in residence for
long been felt, but no formal organizahis usual stellar game, contributing to tion has ever taken place, Arizona and at least one college ycat·, this rule to
418 a senior high school.
1922
Albuquerque High School alone sent the score with three baskets, most of New Mexico universities, the Texas become effective in September, 1928.
1923 •.....•••.•.•...••••••.. ' •• 457
to the University last September 67 of which he had to shoot with one or two Miners, the New Mexico Aggies atld He must, if he enters a conference
1924 • • + • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 511
its 1925 graduatipg class of 153 stu- Mine1·s in very close attendance. Lynn the New Mexico Military Institute have institution directly from any other in610
1925
dents, only a portio11 of whom attended Hammond also contributed three count- for a number of years been informally stitution, whether or not he has particiIt should be no~cd that the above fig- any higher institution after graduation; ers, and Benny Sacks distinguished
ures show the number of different per- this makes a total of 148 Albuquerque liimself by sinking three shots in ad- termed the "southwestern conference!' pated in intercollegiate athletics, not
Professor P. S. Donnell, chairman of participate until he shall have been in
sons enrolled and not the total enroll· High School graduates now enrolled dition to taking care of his guarding
the
athletic council of the University, residence one year.
ment of students, which is much larger
duties creditably, For the Miners, left Wednesday night for Las Cruces 11e must have been registered in perat the State University.
than these figures indicate. The inPark, center, starred. He was high and El Paso to confer with officials sotl and regularly at work within two
Serves All Classes
crease in net enrollment, as indicated
scorer
of the game, with nine points of the State (..allege and the Texas wccl~o of the beginning of the semester
The charge is frequently made against
above, covering the six-year intcrv~l, is
to
his
credit.
colleges aud universities in general that
College of Mines, and will l>robably ar- in which he is to participate.
263, or 43 per cent.
Lin~upthey serve only a particular class or
range for a conference, with New MexiHe must be earning the equivalent of
During the current fiscal year, July stratum of society-that colleges are reLobos
co
Mines
officials
during
the
trip.
The
11
hours o1 C grade work, not including
1', 1924, to June 30, 1925, (the last Leg- mote from the people. While actually
FT
FG
University
athletic
council
is
not
atphysical
training or military drill.
islature changed the fiscal year), the this is seldom true, Registrar Bowmat1 Renfro, f. ... , ......
0
2
tempting
to
force
its
proposed
constituHe
must
have e11rncd the equivalent
following figures indicate the total states, it is obviously not the case at Bryce, f. . ...... , .'
0
0
11
hours
of C grade work in the intion
on
the
other
schools,
but
has
drawn
of
gross enrollment and the total net en- the State University, which serves ex· Hammond, f...... , ..... , . 3
0
it
up
merely
as
a
basis
for
negotiation
stit~tio11
attended
during the previous
rollment:
0
elusively no particulm: trade, occupa- Mnl~ahy, c............... 3
it
is
hoped
will
result
in
the
forsemester,
not
including
physical train·
which
Different
0
tion, or professional group. Education Sacks. g. • ...••• , ••.•• , • • 3
mation
of
a
workable
conference.
ing
or
military
drill.
Grades
·made up
Enrollment Persons
1
0
for leadership is the goal set by all Wilson, g.
or completed after the close o£ the seThe Colleges· ..• , . , .. , .. 392
392
The tentative rules laid down, in most mester or term shall not count. His
higher institutions, and consequently
The Summer Schools .•. 387
266
arc as rigid as those of any absence for at least a year shall not
respects,
0
Tntals .............••. 12
the Stale Univct·sity of ::slew Mexico
Extension • , ............. 128
108
in the country. The migra- count, provided h~ was not registered
conference
Miners
strives to reach and to serve people of
tory
rule
is
made very strict, and the and had not started work in another
FT
FG
all occnpations, positions, and localities.
766
Total .
907
rule
against
remutteration of any ldnd institution of collegiate rank in the in0
The wide Ynricty of the populativn serv- Emcrkk. f. . , .......... , . 1
2
1 lor athletes is especially strict.
terim. A player absent one semester
Again the figure 766 indicates the ed by the University is evidenced by the \Vyatt, f...
Park,
c.
•
.
,
oo,, oo, 4
1
Institutional
membership
in
the
concannot
compete the following semester•
fact
that
the
parents
of
students
now
total number of different persons enli'c'c,
g
............
~ ..... ..• 0
0
fcrencc
will
be
based
on
the
principle
of
A
player
cannot participate more than
the
University
are
engaged
registered
at
rolled, while 907 is the total class regRyan,
g.
.
,
.
1
.
2
active
faculty
control
of
athletics
withfour
years
in the aggregate, and parin
106
different
occupations.
Some
of
istration of students.
g
.......
,
,
.
,
.
,
..
0
0
Niehaus,
in
the
institution
represented
and
of
ticipation
in
any part of an intcrcolaccounthe
occupations
represented
are
Served 900 Persons
3
Cronen,
g.
.
..
,
........
0
observancc
of
conference
rules.
lcgiate
athletic
contest will be considtant,
doctor,
policeman,
rancher,
lawThus, it will be seen that the State
yer,
butcher,
laborer,
minister,
miner,
New
members
may
be
admitted
by
cred
as
participating
for that year. This
University, without any considerable in7
Totals
................
8
profes~or,
plumber,
barber,
editor,
unvote~ of all except one member.
rule not to he enforced until after Sepcrease in the teaching staff and in the
absence of additional physical facilities dertaker.
The representatives of each institution tt>m!Jer, 1928.
in the conference will be a member of A person having completed his rcThe second semester of the present
for class work, as compared to the' two
the faculty and of professorial rank, quiremcnts for a degree shall not parpreceding years, served duritig the past academic year, Registrar Bowman anand will be entrusted with power to act. ticipate, regardless of whether or not
year over nine hundred pcrsol'ls, by far nounces, will open for registration on
N 0 coach or manager may act in this he has actually graduated upon fulfillthe largest group of strictly college stu- January 26 and 27, 1926. Classes for
capacity.
meat of these requirements.
the second semester, many of which are
dents ever gathered in New Mexico.
Entrain for Long Trip
A member of the conference may be No student will be eligible for any
Ilt SC{ltembcr of 1925, when the new open to new students, will convene on
college year opened, another increase in Thursday, January 28.
Coach Roy \V. Johnson will leave to- expelled only by the unanimous vote intercollegiate contest, who receives, or
has received, any remuneration in the
students crowded the class rooms to
night with a' squad of eight men, for of all other members.
capacity, and Rodcy Hall, used for the
Colorado Springs, where the Lobos are The office of president will be held form of money, board, tuition, or other
weekly assemblies, \vas filled even to
scheduled to meet the Colorado College by representatives of the different in- substantial return for his athletic scrthe tiny balcony, with no suitable seatTigers Saturday night, Games will fol- stitutions in rotation, the term of office vices. An exception is summer baseing space available for general visitors.
low with the Colorado Teachers, Uni- being for one year. The secretary- ball, and then only provided that he has
versity of Wyoming, Colorado _univer- treasurer will be elected for one year, not played in any organization recogIncrease of Graduates
but may be re-elected.
nized by the national commission or
That the State University of New Three Matches Played; Tourney sity and Regis College.
Started
in
Earnest
When
This is the first time that the Lobo Three-fourths ol the menJber institu• any organization classified by the naMexico is annually sending into the
Basketball Squad. Returns
pack has ever invaded northern Rocky tions will constitute a quorum. A vote tiona! commission as an outlaw organistate and country .a steadily increasiitg
Mountain territory in quest o£ basket- of three-fourths of those present will be zation. He may play between May 15
number of well trained, qualified young
men and women is evidenced by the 'the handball tournament, which was ball h<;nors and Lobo fans are anxious ===--""======"'··"'-"'.·o=-"'·c:c·-== and Scptcm ber 15, provided he is not
number of standard, four-year degrees interrupted by the closed scason 0 will to see how their favorites will stack up earnestly requestecl that each student~ patticipating ~n intercollegiate athletics
, .,
contcrred during the past seven years, again get under way as soon as the agahlst the Rocky Mountain champions. come prepared to make the first pay- at the same time.
basketball squad retums from Wyom- Colorado College has won the·· confer- ment of fwo dollars on his copy of the No student who has. ever partac1pated
as follows:
ju anY' form of athletics under an asing. Three matches have been played ence championship for the past three 1111 1
I a .
,
'11
11
d
1919 ................. 6 graduates.
to date, Coronado Club lost to the Pi years, and in their cage team the Lo- ai Junior
and Senior pictures are to. be ~un:ed name V:' be a ~we to compete
1920 ., ................ 19 graduates
Kappa Alpha, Otncga Rho lost to the bos will he meeting the best that the i as soon as possible alter registration, m mtercollegmte athlettcs.
1921 , ........
22 graduates
Faculty and the Kappa Sigs.
t;:e matmgers amtou11cc. Fraternity and Th~ athletic boal'd will r_equire each
Rocky Mountain region has to offer.
1922 , ........ , ....... 34 graduates
sorority panels are now being mounted, candidate for a teant that lS to reprc·
The Profs plan to redeem themselves
!923 ,. ..
36 graduates
a d will be here h1 a short time.
sent the institnti011 to subscribe to a
for their bad showing in horseshoes by
11
1924 , . , , , , . , • , ..... , , .28 gmduates
Thc annual is expected to be some- statmuent that h~ is eligible nuder the
"copping" the hattdball championsl1ip.
1925 ................. ,49 gt•aduatcs
what different from that of last year, letter and spirit of t~te rul.es.
.
The team composed of Johnson, Zimalthough no definite plans have as yet Before the op~mng mtercol!egmtc
merman, Nannillga and Donnell form a
'l'he increase over the seven-year per·
been worked out as to the design and game or contest 111 atty college sport,
to Be Pl~;.ced on Sale at . · 1
iod is thus appi'o:>timatcly 816 per cent. strong outfit., Any two will put up a\ ,
the chairman will have s_ cut to the
stiff fight.
T1ckets
f!IllS !.
.
I •
d
f
Each clcgi'CC conferred rcpt•cscnts a
Registration
The tentative date for the beauty chairman of each ath ellc boar an o •
minit11mn of iour years o.£ study beyond
1all to be held in the spring is March fida! statement regarding each candi· the high school; the State University · Tl c state interscholastic track meet
Mimge tickets will be placed 011 sale ;;, It is at this affair that the votes date for the tea~, containing detailed
'has enrolle!! no preparatory students wm 1 be hclcl here May 7 and 8, as during rcgistr~tion !or !he second ~c
e cast for the most beautiful and the informatiotl showing that each player
for seven years. These figures th4s schedulcd, Dt, Clatlc wishes to au· \ mcster, accordtt1g to tlotaces from D1c.k ~ost popular co-ed.·
is cligiblc.-Morning Journal.
demonstrate the steadily increasbjg
Culpepper aud Loren Mozley, It IS
holding J)ower o£ the University, i. <!., 110\U\CC,

BASKET SQUAD
LEAVES FOR COLO.

Comedy Drama

"In Love
With Love"
,.

N. M. MINERS DROP
CLOSE GAME TO
VARSITY CAGERS

l

Tentative Plans C"-11 for a Tri-State Conference, Composed of Ari·
zona, New Mexico, Texas Mines, New Mexico Mines and New
Mexico Aggies;· Donnell Conferring in EJ Paso,
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NEW SOUTHWESTERN CONFERENCE
FOR N. MEX.~ TEXAS AND ARIZONA
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TOO PREVIOUS
Boss-"Sir, what does this· mean?
Someone just called up and said that
you were sick and could not cotlle to
work today."
Clcrk-"Ha, hal The' joke is on hhn,
He wasn't supposed to call up until

.

Tnesday, January 26Registl·ation.
Wednesday, January 27~
Registratiot!,
Thursday, January 28Instruction begins.

00,

and
But there's one thing I
didn't do that I wa11t to ask your ad·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vice about. Do you think I should have
kissed her?"
"\Vell now," said his friend, "seeing
as ycu did all that, I think you did
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
enough £or Iter as it was."
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WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
STAR··
FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Phone 758
113•115 w. Gold Ave.
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STATE UNIVERSITY HAS HAD
YEAR OF MARKED PROG. RESS
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Our

Albuque).'que, New Mexico, Frid•ay, January 22, 1926
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PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

University Shows an Increase in Enrollment of 43 Percent in a SiJ~:
Year Period While Graduates Increase from 6 to 49; 900 Per·
sons of All Classes Are Served by the University.

.Coach Johnson' said Wednesday that
-he would probably take a tennis team 0
'
1
to Arizona in the spring with the track
Nf,lw Arrival$ of
Individuality and Scholarship
tean1, "The matter is up to the tennis
The WH!iam Jewell College Bul-. players themselves," said the coach,
lctin prints the following by Jolm · "If any of the Varsity tennis players
Burroughs-"E;ducate for individu- show up well enough in the spring to
for Young Men
400 West Central
ality, for character, and not for tnere justify taking them to Arizona, they
Loose fitting suits demand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Jfamous
choral leader and composer, scholarship!'
Bostonians Brogues
will make the trip with the track sqttad."
-·~and Adjunct Professor of Music in the
"Four players will be considered a
:New Me::cico's
John Burroughs, was not the sort
University of Pennsylvania School of
Leading Shoe Store
of man who would mean by the team, and no track man will be barred
Fine Arts.-Tribune.
above sentence that the primary ob- from tennis," said Johnson.
,
ject of education was the inculcation of a system of sectarian religSulgrave Manor, George Washingious dogmas, that the te~ching of
.
ancestral home in England, is to
the old traditional attitudes was ton's
be restored and kept as a museum of
Odie and Salazar Too Field 'of more important than the training of \Vashiugton relics.
A. B. Milner
Misa A. P. Mii;;the intelligence, or that there can
Horseshoe Heavers
be any other standard than scholarMt. Bradky, down at Springfield,
The horseshoe tournament opened ship in a college which will merit contributes this one:
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Phone 187
303 W. Central
"A lady brought suit for ten thousand
Fdendshlp's Perfect Gilt
\Monday when the Omega Rhos, Kappa the respect of 1nen whp see clearly.
YOUR Photocraph
John Burroughs meant exactly dollars against a party because her
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Si11s, and Pi Kappa Alphas emerged 1 what he said-that first of all the
{
victors over the Sigma Chis, Coronados I
thumb had bcc 11 injured. The attorney,
and Independents respectively. The student should be so trained as to on cross-examination, asked her H ten
weather was anything but' horseshoe become an individual, a perstmality thousand dollars was not rather all exweather, with the temperature below of force and originality, and be so orbitant price for a thumb. She quickly
trained as to l1ave the strength, or remarked: 'Oh, no, because it was the
'freezing and a bitter wind blmving,
Tuesday was much warmer and the character to maintain himself thumb under which I kept my husCut Flowers, Corsage Bou·
shoe wielders began to hit their stride. against a world which is a11 enemy band.'"
quets, Plants of All Kinds I!The Omega Rhos defeated the Pi Kap- of all true originality. Then, o£ sec&
GREENHOUSES DISPLAY
pa Alphas, the Independents beat the ondary importance, comes the eduCorpnados, and the Sigma Chis won cation for scholarship. The student
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
has been awakened to the signifiUptown:
from the Kappa Sigmas.
LAUNDRY WORK
Although the relay race held the cen- cance of facts and has been trained
Men's Suits Cleaned and
ter of the athletic stage Wednesday it for the strength necessary to the
216 W. Central Phone 732
DENTIST
Pressed
use of facts, and then he is ready
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ \did
not
detract
from
the
skill
of
the
501-502 First Nat'l Bank BMr.
heavers of the iron shoe. The Inde-. for the conflict which is to measure
Phone 6lf/
pendent team of Odie and Salazat man- his intelligence and persistence ac\ aged to stop. the winning streak of the j cording to the standard of scholarSERVICE
QUALITY
'omega Rhos after a hard battle. The ship,-The William Jewell Student.
Kappa Sigs upset the dope by taking
HALL'S PHARMACY
,.,~''"'''.:;: SINCE 1883
on the Pi Kappa Alphas for a two- Students Vote Against Compulsory
Phones 147 and 148
tion, coming as. it do. es from one of the
greatest symphony orchestra leaders in
the country, is a signal recog~Iition ·of
the artistic worth of the effort& of the
Pennsylvania musicians.
The glee club is under the direction
1of Dr. H. Alexander Matthews, the
.1.
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